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ABSTRACT 

Music genre is getting complex from time to time. As the size of digital media grows along with the amount of 

data, manual search of digital audio files according to its genre is considered impractical and inefficient; 

therefore a classification mechanism is needed to improve searching. Mel-Frequency cepstral coefficients 

(MFCC) and Covariance are a few of features that can be extracted from digital audio files to classify its genre. 

This research is conducted to classify music from digital audio (songs) into 10 genres: Blues, Classic, Hip Hop, 

Jazz, Pop, country, disco, metal, pop, reggae and Rock using above mentioned features, extracted from WAV 

audio files. Classification is performed several times using selected 3, 6, 9 and 10 genres respectively. The result 

shows that classification of 3 music genres (Country, Blues, Classic) has the highest accuracy (96.67%), 

followed by 6 genres (Country, Blues, Classic, Metal, Hip Hop, Jazz) with 70%, and 9 genres (Country, Blues, 

Classic, Metal, Hip Hop, Jazz, reggae, Pop) with 53.33% accuracy. Classification of all 10 music genres yields 

the lowest accuracy of 65.33%. The test results with the k-Nearest Neighbours algorithm to 120 songs for k = 3 

accuracy reaches 22.5%, k = 5 accuracy reaches 22.5%, k = 7 accuracy reaching 26.7% and k = 9 accuracy 

reaches 26.7 %. Results showed that genre classification by matching the shortest distance through the centre of 

the class, yields better results than using the k-NN algorithm. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Digital audio is now an integrated part of our lives. Many of us are not using analogue music players such as 

tape recorders anymore, and sounds generated in our everyday lives are now from digital sources. This switch 

into digital audio inevitably affects how we render music for listening. Much music now are available in digital 

format, which brings us the versatility of having a collection of many albums without having to worry about 

storing the physical media. This also benefits the radio stations in having a vast collection of music which may 

please more ears of their listeners. Traditionally, analogue music is digitised into a waveform (known as WAV 

files) of a certain bitrate for desired quality. Daily listeners are known to fancy having music in MP3 or other 

formats preferred for their file size, as the compression cuts many of the bytes but not so many details from a 

music file. However, many of the original digital copies of music are still stored in WAV format because up to 

now it still represents the highest fidelity compared to other formats available, and it is uncompressed. The 

problem of having such a wide range of collections, especially for radio stations, is how to classify the music 

according to its genre. Traditional ways of having CDs stacked into classified racks worked well also with files, 

but it was when the collections were not so many. Labelling the collection is also not a good option, since 

searching for music files of the same genre is an exhausting process. An automated process is in need to help 

with this problem. This research proposes that music genres can be classified by having a music piece sliced into 

certain lengths of time, extract distinguishing features from the slices which altogether formed a feature pattern 

for each music title, and classify the pattern. The patterns mentioned here are one or more patterns which are 

easily recognisable from the music’s amplitude such as beat and flow, by having in mind that the most 
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prominent pattern from a music genre is its beat and flow. Moreover, this research would also like to find 

whether those features are good enough to distinguish music genres. Titles having the same genre are supposed 

to have the same feature pattern. The idea is derived from feature classification in recognising speech and music 

– which basically detects a different flow between speech and music. 

 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

Several works and researches have been conducted on classifying genres of various data [1]. There were audio 

data classification using symbolic classification which transformed symbolic representation of audio signals into 

harmony using chord transcription algorithm [2].It willclassify music harmony into different pitch profiles [3]. A 

work focusing on document genres which automatically classified web pages according to their text genres has 

been researched. This research is known to emphasise genre annotation and granularity to improve accuracy of 

document classification [4]. Another research has been conducted to classify music genres using representation 

of what humans hear through temporal modulation of a strong music genre. The proposed classification explores 

the psycho-physiological aspect of hearing a musical record through temporal modulation and network-based 

classification. Reduced linear subspace learning used in this research has proven to be decisive for the research 

framework [5]. An approach using window of 256 samples in which each are smoothed, transformed using FFT 

and using 50 FFT vectors as classification features which then classified using Linear Vector Quantization 

(LVQ) networks have also been proposed to help radio stations and music TV stations in classifying their 

collection [6]. Tensor-based automated music genre classification has been proposed using mathematical models 

of Non-Negative Tensor Factorisation (NTF). From the research, it can be shown that the performance gains for 

the NTF classifier are not statistically significant against the SVM and MLP classifiers at 95% confidence level 

[7]. Another music genre classification are using musical surface feature calculation based on the Short Time 

Fourier Transform (STFT) that can be efficiently calculated using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The features 

are centroid, roll off, flux, zero crossings, and low energy. These features are added by rhythm features such as 

period, and amplitude [8].   

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
The first step of the process is data preparation of each audio file is converted into Mel-Frequency Cepstral 

Coefficients (MFCC) and Covariance . The features are pickles and  dumped into a “dat” format. 
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Which is machine independent can be used wherever we like to use it. The frequency features of the audio 

streams are extracted. We consider Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) for dimensionality reduction.  

 

Classification is to put objects according to the groups they belong [10]. A nearest centroid classifier or nearest 

prototype classifier is a classification model that assigns the label of a class of training samples whose centroid 

(mean) has the closest distance to the observed object or data. Distance can be calculated using Euclidean 

distance as of equation (4). 

d(p,q)=√((p1-q1)
2
+(p2-q2)

2
+...+(pn-qn)

2
)     (4) 

p is the observed data  

q is a class centroid  

p1…pn is features  

1…n of the observed data 

 q1…qn is features  

1…n of a class centroid   

k-Nearest Neighbours (k-NN) also used distance to help classification, only this time the observed object’s 

distance is calculated against its nearest neighbouring objects rather than the class centroid. The number of 

neighbours taken into consideration is specified as the k number. k=5 means that 5 nearest neighbours are taken 

into consideration in determining the observed object’s class. Say there are two classes (A, B) and within the 5 

nearest neighbours, 2 of them belong to class A and 3 of them belong to class B, then the majority class label (B) 

is assigned to the observed object. That is why the k number needs to be odd and bigger than 1 for easy results.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Although the k-NN classification using k=7 and k=9 bring the same classification accuracy rate, according to the 

confusion matrices, they are actually sum up from different numbers, e.g. there are 24 music files of genre C 

(classical music) which correctly classified using k=7, while there are only 23 files classified correctly using 

k=9. In the other hand, there were 2 music files of class I (pop music) which classified erroneously as blues 

using k=7, but there are more (3 files) using k=9. Overall, the maximum classification accuracy rate is 26.7% 

using either k=7 or k=9. 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
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Experiments conducted in this research brings the conclusion that the features selected to classify digital music 

files of the WAV format by its sample properties, which are Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR), Average Energy (E) and 

Silence Ratio (SR) respectively, were able to distinguish files according to their music genres, albeit having 

accuracy as low as 33.3% with Nearest Centroid Classifier (NCC) and 22.5% with k-Nearest Neighbours (k-

NN). The best class which is correctly classified is classical music, which yields a 100% classification accuracy 

rate for NCC and 56.3% for k-NN. This may have been caused by the absence of beat from most classical music, 

therefore any classical music used as test subject will have the shortest distance to the class centroid, using either 

method. Beat is also the problem for many classes since nowadays genres are seldom easily recognised by the 

human mind, and music which is a mix between genres does exist. The selection of many genres (Ballad, Blues, 

Classical, Harmony, Hip Hop, Jazz, Keroncong, Latin, Pop, Electronic, Reggae and Rock) themselves may also 

have been the cause of low accuracy, since the original class data may scatter tightly over the space causing 

confusion on test data, but classification for just 3 classes (Ballad, Blues, and Classic which centroids are notably 

near to each other) shown a good result of 96,7% classification accuracy rate. Generally speaking, the accuracy 

rate of k-NN for the same tests conducted are lower than NCC because in tight space, a test data is able to 

determine which centroid is nearer using NCC and associate itself with it, regardless the population surrounding 

it; while using k-NN, population of neighbours and their association are taken into consideration, in which for 

classes nearly spread, this may lead to confusion. Moreover, features selected, although proven to be able to 

classify to some extent, may also not be quite enough to determine a genre, and need other additional features.  
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